
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The members of 11 Water Users’ Associations (WUAs) met on May 21, 2015 

for the Final Conference of the Compact’s Irrigation Sector Reform Activity. 

The event was held at the Lopatna irrigation system in the Orhei rayon and 

included visits to the land plots where farmers are already using irrigation water 

from the renovated system and exchange of views. 

The 11 WUAs gather together more than 7 thousand landowners in the areas of 

the renovated irrigation systems. Although they have been working for four 

years already, WUAs continue to receive support to improve the management of 

irrigation systems. Last year only, more than 1500 WUA representatives had the 

opportunity to receive training that is critical for the smooth operation of an 

irrigation association. The WUA members developed their skills in management 

and financial audit, accounting and fiscal obligations, conflict settlement, as well 

as in rather technical issues related to irrigation, maintenance of drainage 

systems and others. Given the adherence of the Compact to such values as equal 

opportunities, the WUA farmers were also informed that women are encouraged 

to take part in making decisions related to WUA management. 

Valentina Badrajan, the executive director of MCA Moldova, thanked the WUA 

members for their efforts and said that the irrigation systems rehabilitated with 

the Compact support will work more than 50 years and will be used by several 

generations of farmers. The management of the irrigation systems rehabilitated 

with the U.S. Government’s funds has been transferred to ten WUAs, 

established under the Compact, and farmers can, therefore, schedule when to use  
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irrigation water and determine the price of the 

water used to irrigate their fields on their own.  

The entrepreneur Fiodor Cebotari, who is also the 

WUA chairman for the Lopatna system, confirmed 

that more and more producers are becoming 

interested in growing high value and organic 

products due to the available irrigation water. „We 

are grateful to the American people for this 

significant support and the opportunity for farmers 

to move to a higher level of production”, the 

farmer stressed. 

Ambassador James Pettit greeted farmers in 

Romanian, saying that he is happy to see the 

million-worth investment made in localities known 

for growing vegetables and fruits. „I am confident 

that using the irrigation systems will help farmers 

shift to the high value agriculture, foster 

investments in these areas and that farmers will 

produce fruits and vegetables that will be sold both 

on the domestic and foreign markets”, U.S. 

Ambassador added. 

The Compact supports the renovation of 10 

irrigation systems, which will allow for irrigating 

more than 15 thousand hectares of land.  
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Journalists from the national and local media 

undertook a trip to the construction sites of the 

Cosnita irrigation system in the Dubasari rayon 

rehabilitated with the U.S. Government’s Compact 

support.  

They learned about the status of the construction 

works and talked to farmers about the farming 

prospects once they can irrigate their lands. 

Sergiu Iuncu, the director of the Transition to High 

Value Agriculture Project in MCA Moldova, told 

the journalists that the Cosnita irrigation system is 

one of the largest systems rehabilitated with 

Compact funds and covers over 2 400 ha farmed 

by about 2300 agricultural producers. 

The rehabilitation works include construction of 

new pump stations and renovation of the old ones, 

installation of 10 modern and cost-efficient pumps 

and about 85 km of steel and polypropylene pipes 

that will serve more than 50 years, installation of 

water intake and fish protection systems in the 

Nistru River and others.  

About 75% of the renovation works at the Cosnita 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

system have already been completed. According to 

Mr. Iuncu’s estimates, the renovated system is 

expected to be inaugurated by this July.  

Once rehabilitated, it will be much more efficient 

and flexible, because it has been fully redesigned 

and will use modern equipment, Mr. Iuncu says. 

Nicolae Rusu, the director of the Cosnita Water 

Users’ Association (WUA), explained that 

irrigation will double or triple the harvest. He 

confirmed that in 2014 the WUA members who 

irrigated their potato plantations harvested about 30 

tons per hectare, while the farmers who did not 

irrigate harvested only about 3 tons per hectare. On 

the other hand, according to Mr. Rusu, the access 

to irrigation water made more farmers plant new 

intensive orchards. 

Valentina Badrajan, the executive director of MCA 

Moldova, added that to ensure the sustainability of 

the renovated irrigation systems, the Compact 

pushed forward the transfer of the management of 

the new systems from the public authorities to 

WUAs.  

Journalists spoke to farmers about the opportunities created by the 

Cosnita irrigation system 
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After years of working in Russia in construction, 

Ghenadie Leagul from Pirita, Dubasari, came back 

home and is trying to develop a farming business. 

He owns ten hectares where he grows both 

vegetables and apples. He supports the association 

of farmers, because he believes that the irrigation 

systems should be managed by associations.  

„It’s much better than how it was with Apele 

Moldovei, because the irrigation costs are lower 

and we manage the system on our own, anytime we  

  

 

can step in the operation of the system, meaning 

that we are aware of everything”, the producer 

says.  

A benefit of the association of farmers is that they 

can set the price of irrigation water and the 

delivery schedule and amounts on their own. „The 

system is not just useful. Farmers really need it. 

The old system was worn-out and caused more 

losses than gains. I have 50 hectares of farmland 

where I grow vegetables, grain and orchard.  

If we did not have this irrigation system, the 

harvest would have been much smaller than it is 

now. Moreover, we were able to halve our 

expenses due to this system. We’ll have to pay 3 

MDL for a cubic meter of water instead of 4 or 

even 5 that we used to pay. What matters is that we 

will have water when we need it, and the 

technological process will not be affected”, Vasile 

Popa, farmer, says. 

Before rehabilitation the Cosnita irrigation system, 

built in the 1968-1975, was worn-out and worked 

at low capacity, while the asbestos-cement pipes, 

considered to be polluting, made it unsafe. 
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”I have never worked in agriculture before and I 

don’t have an educational background in this 

sector. I think this is a bold project for Moldova. 

We don’t have the appropriate conditions to grow 

blueberries. They do not grow here, not even in the 

forest. They grow in the Ukraine and Romania, but 

not here”, Iurie Tarai, director of Lolly Berry SRL, 

says. 

He planted blueberries in 2014. In spite of not yet 

being included in the Catalogue of Plant Varieties 

of the Republic of Moldova, the producer enjoyed 

the support of the Ministry of Agriculture to import 

and plant blueberries. He bought four varieties of 

blueberries from Poland and planted them on 10 

hectares. 

For this Lolly Berry received technical support and 

international consultancy from the ACED project 

jointly funded by USAID and the Millennium 

Challenge Corporation. ”Blueberries are something 

new for Moldova and 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

could give high yields. In the USA the 

consumption of blueberries has increased almost 

fivefold over the past 10 years. This is a new crop 

and provides opportunities that need to be used by 

the Moldovan producers”, Jim Herne, chief of 

party at ACED project, believes.  

Iurie Tarai says that it took him three years to 

translate his idea to grow blueberries into life. 

„During this period I visited a number of 

tradeshows, talked to producers of blueberry 

seedlings, visited producers of blueberry in Poland, 

Holland, Germany. All these countries use 

different ways to grow blueberries. I liked the 

Dutch technology best, but it had to be adjusted to 

our country”. 

„Keeping the pH under control is critical for 

growing blueberries”, Mr. Tarai adds. 

Blueberries grow better in acid soils, with a pH 

ranging from 4.5 to 5.5. The Moldovan soils are 

Bold business for Moldova – entrepreneur grows blueberries on 10 
hectares  
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mostly alkaline, neutral or slightly acid with a pH 

ranging from 6 to 7.  

”With the support of the U.S. expert of the ACED 

project I studied the map of the Moldovan soils and 

found small areas with a 5.2 pH. I bought a land 

plot near the Dolna village, Straseni rayon and 

treated the soil with granulated Sulphur and peat 

and reduced the soil’s pH from 6 to 4.5. I have to 

say that pH needs to be kept under control. Those 

who want to grow blueberries have to be ready to 

make quite big investments 2-3 years with no 

return”, the producer says.  

To be able to irrigate its plantation, Lolly Berry 

SRL built an artificial water reservoir and installed 

a drip irrigation system. Experts say that there is no 

point is planting blueberries without irrigation. 

Mr. Tarai intends to sell his blueberries on the 

domestic market, admitting that he could export 

them, stressing that a kg of blueberries costs 7 to 9 

Euros in the European Union. ”In spite of their 

quite high value added, blueberries are not as 

demanded in Moldova as they are on the western 

markets. The Moldovan consumers only now are 

beginning to appreciate their taste and nutritional 

value”, he claims. 

In mid-May, more than 80 agricultural producers, 

representatives of international projects, state 

institutions and consultants took part in a study 

visit on the Field Day to the Lolly Berry’s 

blueberry plantation. 

Those who are eager to plant blueberries were 

informed by Parascovia Sava, PhD in agriculture at 

the Scientific-Practical Institute of Horticulture and 

Food Technologies, that „to have good harvest and 

yields, the blueberry plantation must be created 

appropriately. The seedlings must be certified and 

the flowers should be removed in the first 2 years. 

Although at the beginning the plants are not 

affected by pests and diseases, once adjusted, pests 

from other plantations and other crops might 

invade it. Blueberries are collected manually 

because they ripen gradually”. 

The expert claims that growing blueberries even on 

one acre can be profitable. They are resistant to 

low temperatures and if well taken care of the 

plantation can yield crops 40-50 years or more. 

In the upcoming period, the Ministry of 

Agriculture and Food Industry will evaluate the 

performances achieved on the Lolly Berry 

plantations and, if high, introduce blueberries in 

the Catalogue of Plant Varieties of the Republic of 

Moldova, and anybody who will wish to grow 

blueberries will be able to do it.  
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The renovation of the irrigation systems with the 

Compact support is in the home stretch. Teams of 

workers and engineers are working on the 

construction sites of the 8 irrigation systems under 

rehabilitation. 

More than 80% of the construction works at the 

irrigation system Cosnita, Dubasari rayon, 

Blindesti, Ungheni rayon, Jora de Jos Orhei rayon 

and Puhaceni and Roscani, Anenii Noi rayon, have 

already been completed. The installation of the 

water supply pipes is almost over and efforts are 

focused on the construction of pump stations, 

installation of pumps and electronic equipment for 

the new irrigation systems. These irrigation 

systems are expected to be put into operation at the 

end of June – early July.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The construction sites are still open at the Chircani-

Zirnesti systems, because besides the renovation 

works that will allow for the irrigation of about 

2600 hectares, contractors are cleaning the 

drainage channels stretching on more than 4 400 

hectares. 

According to the Compact Agreement the 

rehabilitation of 10 irrigation systems must 

complete by the end of August. The U.S. 

Government invested about 80 million USD to 

renovate 10 irrigation systems that will irrigate 

about 15 thousand hectares of farmland. 

The first two systems put into operation at the end 

of 2014 – Lopatna and Criuleni, are already 

supplying irrigation water. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sistemul de irigare Lopatna

Sistemul de irigare Criuleni

Sistemul de irigare Jora de Jos

Sistemul de irigare Puhăceni

Sistemul de irigare Roșcani 

Sistemul de irigare Coșnița 

Sistemul de irigare Blindești  

Sistemul de irigare Grozești 

Sistemul de irigare Leova

Ssitemul de irigare Chircani-Zîrnești 

100% 

100% 

87% 

82% 

81% 

82% 

84% 

71% 

76% 

48% 

Renovation Status (May2015) 

The renovation of the irrigation systems is nearing completion 
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Mihai Bulat, the Ghindesti mayor, says that the 

road from Sarateni to Soroca was completely 

damaged.  

”After rehabilitation, things have changed 

significantly. Those who use this road appreciate 

what has been done. This is a very important 

international road that connects the capital town of 

Moldova with the northern towns and with 

Ukraine. Before rehabilitation, people used to 

avoid it. Now they are happy with it and need 

much less time to get from Chisinau to Ghindesti 

and even further. I think that the rehabilitation 

benefited all the localities crossed by the road, and 

villagers as well. This is definitely a European 

road. We would like all the local roads to look as 

well as this one. The Compact also rehabilitated 

600 m of road in our town. There is yet much to be 

done. The local government doesn’t have enough 

money to rehabilitate our roads. According to my  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

estimates, this is possible only with foreign 

investments”, Mr. Bulat added.  

According to him, after the road has been 

rehabilitated he received applications from 

villagers who want to buy land along the road to 

start businesses. No authorization has been issued 

so far, however. „Some people intend to build 

storage facilities, provide technical services. We, 

however, have to negotiate the price of land or the 

rent price for constructions”. 

Dumitru is a young man from the Ghindesti 

village, Floresti rayon, who decided to start his 

own business and build a car wash near the 

Sarateni-Soroca road. „I was going to open a car 

wash a couple of years ago, but I did not have 

enough money. 

When the rehabilitation of the Sarateni-Soroca road 

started I already had the business plan ready and 

 

New businesses pop up along the rehabilitated Sarateni-Soroca 

road 
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started building the car wash. I asked the 

Millennium Challenge Account Moldova to 

include in the design documents the entrance to the 

car wash to have access to the main road”.  

”I think that the rehabilitation of the road has 

benefited the road users, villagers and my business 

too. The traffic flow has increased, more trucks are 

using the road and, therefore, we have more 

clients. We wash all kind of vehicles, including 

trucks. The heavy trucks are coming mainly from 

Ukraine, Transnistria – the roads there are in a bad 

condition and the cars get dirty. I think it would be 

appropriate to introduce a fine for dirty vehicles. It 

often happens here – the road is clean, while the  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

cars are full of mud. For my business and country 

to develop, other roads should also be rehabilitated, 

including the Floresti-Balti road, which is in a very 

bad condition. Compared to our road, the 

difference is huge”, Dumitru Condrea, director of 

Condrauto-Prim SRL claims. The Sarateni-Soroca 

road was rehabilitated and modernized with the 

Compact support in the period of 2012-2014 and 

inaugurated in October 2014. To rehabilitate it the 

U.S. Government invested more than 100 million 

USD through the Compact.  

The road rehabilitation included the renovation of 

95.5 km of national road and seven bridges and 

construction of new bridges, including the Sarateni 

grade separation and the railway bridge near the 

Ghindesti town. Moreover about 22 km of 

sidewalks were built in the villages crossed by the 

road, lighting was installed along 20 km of road 

and iron guardrail – along 12 km, as well as 2113 

road signs and more than 9 000 reflective items on 

dangerous  road segments etc. 

Additionally, the Compact reconstructed several 

segments of local roads which facilitate the access 

to schools, village halls, healthcare facilities etc. 

for the villagers from 20 communities crossed by 

the road. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


